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Abstract : “Swami and friends” was written by RK Narayan is a 

first of set of three novels, by English novelist from India .it is the 

first novel of narayan which mainly depicts the pre-independence 

days in town-malgudi in India. Present ally it is  a virtually a 

evident place in India which gain wide popularity and name and 

fame from the narayan’s novel . His novel gained popularity due to smoothly etched 

characters, his different way to tell the language and his sense of humor. 

 

Introduction : The novel mainly focused on the lifestyle, blossoming of swami a young 

child. He is very simple, passionate, naughty boy. His behavior in novel is a person full of 

knowledge of outside dynamic style . by  protagonist character a  author get to known about 

the pre independence in south India, the lifestyle in story describe all about colonial days – 

the revolt , revolution, the antipathy and the reverence people  had for their hero , mixed with 

different source , which became one, like sports  and study .      

Swami and Friends :Various colonial and post-colonial novelists don’t straight forward 

point out or blame the british system, whereas aspect of gentle blame and irony pointed 

towards the colonial system, are dispersed through the novel “Swami and Friends” and other 

novels. He showed his imagination by the telling about the lifestyle of the people in colonial 

time through his novel.  Narayan mainly focused on the lifestyle of the children in colonial 

time their education .he not directly attack on the colonial system. So that  it would be 

stupidity  to point out that system that would  help in his career and his novel . When asked 

why he don’t bothered about the existing political issue  and other  circumstances at that 

period  Narayan said in an interview thus  


